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Science Goals 

Goal 1:  Assess the habitability of Europa’s ocean by understanding the inventory and 
distribution of surface compounds.  

Goal 2: Investigate the geologic history of Europa’s surface and search for areas that are 
currently active.  

MISE will produce maps of key compounds to answer 
 questions about Europa’s ocean and it’s  habitability  

Ices Salts Hot Spots Organics 

Does Europa’s 
ocean have 
organics? 

What does surface 
chemistry tell us 
about habitability? 

Is Europa currently 
active? 

How do changes in 
ice crystal 
structure relate to 
the age of Europa’s 
surface? 

Links surface 
geology and 
composition. 
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Instrument Description 
•Spectral range 0.8–5 µm with 10 nm 

spectral sampling in a single 
spectrometer.  

•Tuned grating and scan mirror for 
high SNR at all wavelengths. 

•Spatial sampling at geologic scales 
(25 m/pixel at 100 km). 

• IFOV= 250 µrad 
•Cross track FOV= 4.3° (300 pixels) 
•Along Track Coverage: 0.75° to 4° 

(80-300 channels)  
•Scan Mirror: ±30°  
•Mature, proven design. 
•All key development risks mitigated 

including radiation and planetary 
protection. 

 
This document has been reviewed and determined not to contain export controlled technical data. 3 



Determining Surface Compositions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changed title because this fig does not show the mapping cpaability but the spectral capability of MISE



Process Spatial Scales 

Global Regional Local 

< 25 m / pixel < 300 m / pixel < 10 km / pixel 
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Assess Habitability 
Map the composition and distribution of:  
• Salts, Organics, Ices, and thermal anomalies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(made the figure bigger and easier to read)Hypothesis Tested: Does salt chemistry on the surface support that Europa’s ocean is habitable?Does salt chemistry vary with landform types (reflecting different brine reservoirs)? What are the relative contributions of surface organics from Europa’s ocean or from exogenic (cometary) sources?How is the distribution between crystalline and amorphous ice controlled by age, formation mechanisms, and magnetospheric input?Where on the surface of Europa are salts or acid hydrates the dominant non-ice species?



Geologic 
History 

• Formation and 
Evolution 

 
• Timing of 

Landforms  
 

• Recent activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hypothesis Tested:Is resurfacing by chaos or band formation continuous or episodic? Are there “young” locations with less than expected radiation effects and how does radiolytic age related to formation age?Does Europa have active plumes?Does Europa have active thermal anomalies?



Current Activity-Plume Science 
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Geochronology 

Develop approaches to determine surface age via radiation implanted 
phases ice grain size and phase that can be used to identify ‘young’ or 

recently active areas even if not currently active. 

Surface Age? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Europa’s surface is dominated by water—either as ice or in hydrated materials. By understanding ice crystallinity and any radiolytic products in the ice, one can infer the thermal and radiolytic history of that surface. Water ice is a simple molecule that expresses intricate complexities in its structure. Hexagonal crystal water ice forms when condensing above 150 K, while at colder temperatures either metastable cubic ice or amorphous water ice forms.2,48 Amorphous water ice irreversibly transforms into crystalline ice on a timescale of 10–20 years at Europan temperatures of ~100 K.9,48 Transient thermal events can also induce a crystalline phase change more quickly. In this way the physical state of the water ice can act as a recorder of past thermal events. However, such thermally-driven timescales may not be determinative of the phase of the water ice, given that charged particles from co-rotating Jovian plasma continually impact the surface. These disrupt the water ice crystal structure so that it spectrally appears identical to amorphous solid water.2,52,61,77,90 Charged particles that change the structure of ice can also produce chemical changes in water ice and other materials on the surface (e.g., create peroxide). On very long timescales, radiolytic products can be transported deeper and deeper into the surface and provide, for instance, an external source of radicals to the subsurface ocean.43 Impactors may also introduce organics and recently identified clay minerals into the surface.83 These processes, illustrated in Figure D.1-2, are happening continuously on Europa so the abundance of compounds like acid hydrates can constrain the radiation/impactor flux and surface age. Species of interest that MISE will measure include SO2, H2O2, CO2, clays, and organics. 



Heritage and Radiation  
Heritage: 
• Imaging Spectrometer Heritage from JPL (Discovery M3 

on India’s Chandrayaan-1) and APL (CRISM on MRO). 
• Extensive radiation and planetary protection risk 

reduction. 



Final Thoughts  
PI: Diana Blaney (JPL)  
Deputy PI: Karl Hibbitts (APL) 
• Rob Green (JPL)  
• Roger Clark (PSI)  
• Brad Dalton (JPL) 
• Ashley Davies (JPL) 
• Matt Hedman (U. Idaho) 
• Yves Langevin ( IAS)  
• Jonathan Lunine (Cornell)  
• Tom McCord (Bear Fight)  
• Scott Murchie (APL) 
• Chris Paranicas (APL) 
• Frank Seelos (APL) 
• Jason Soderblom (MIT) 
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MISE’s compositional mapping at 
geologically relevant spatial scales 
will enable in depth and detailed 
investigation of Europa’s habitability 
and geologic processes. 
 
Please feel free to contact me or any 
MISE Team member if you have 
questions! 
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